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立即實現在現存的A L M協議中。 
Abstract 
Application-layer multicast (ALM) has grown tremendously in recent years, making 
the distribution of bulk data such as streaming video economically feasible for small 
companies and even individuals. The efficiency of an ALM network depends on its 
data distribution overlay, which is constructed based on metrics such as round-trip 
time (RTT) measurement between peers. However Internet measurement 
experiments revealed that RTT is far from an accurate estimator of bandwidth 
availability and as such, may lead to sub-optimal performance in the constructed 
ALM overlays. 
This work tackles this problem by developing a new in-band bandwidth probing tool 
which can estimate achievable bandwidth, i.e., the data throughput that can be 
realized between two peers over the transport protocol employed (e.g., TCP). Unlike 
RTT this new tool can determine the precise amount of extra bandwidth available in 
the target network path so that excess data traffic can be diverted from congested 
path without causing new congestion in the target path. Moreover, the probing tool 
does not incur any bandwidth overhead as it piggybacks on the existing data flow. 
Our simulation results show that multi-overlay ALM networks constructed based on 
achievable bandwidth consistently out-performs RTT-based approach in data 
delivery ratio and has comparable performance in data delivery latency at high data 
rates. Moreover, the achievable bandwidth metric can prevent overlay topology 
oscillations and improve fairness among peers. The proposed bandwidth probing tool 
can be implemented entirely within the application and thus can be readily 
incorporated into existing ALM protocols. 
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Application-layer multicast (ALM) has grown tremendously in recent years, making 
the distribution of bulk data such as multimedia data economically feasible for small 
companies and even individuals. More recently ALM has been further applied to some 
bandwidth-demanding applications such as video streaming to take advantage of its 
bandwidth efficiency [1-6]. 
The principle of ALM is to organize participating peers into one or more virtual 
networks, or called overlays, on top of the physical network, and then distribute data 
along the logical paths in the overlays. Naturally, construction of the overlay topology 
is critical to its performance and therefore much research has been done in this area 
m . 
It is common to many of the existing works that round-trip time (RTT) between peers 
is used as the metric in selecting paths for overlay construction [8-10]. In an overlay 
network, selecting a path is by means of selecting the next peer to forward the data. As 
peers farther apart geographically tend to have longer RTT between them, by favoring 
short RTT the system can then exploit the geographic locality of peers to reduce the 
number of links that the data has to traverse. Moreover, nearby peers are more likely to 
share high-speed network links and this further improves performance. Finally, RTT 
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can also be used to indirectly detect network congestion as queuing delay during 
congestion will cause the RTT to increase. 
Given the wide-spread adoption of the RTT metric in overlay construction, it is 
therefore important to investigate its actual performance in path selection. In this work 
we report experimental results obtained from measurements conducted in the Internet 
to quantify the performance of using the RTT metric in path selection. Contrary to 
common believes, it may not always provide accurate estimation of bandwidth 
availability when used in certain configurations. For example, in one of our 
experiments, if RTT is used to select between two paths then it will correctly identify 
the higher-bandwidth path only 67.3% of the time, i.e., slightly better than random. 
Further investigation of more general path selection methods revealed that better 
selection efficiency can be achieved by selecting multiple paths instead of single path 
(c.f. Chapter 3). 
In addition to the RTT metric, researchers have also employed residual bandwidth in 
path selection [11-12]. Residual bandwidth is defined as the minimum unused 
capacity of the links along a path and it can be estimated from sending probing packets 
[13-14] to the next peer in the overlay topology. Clearly an overlay constructed based 
on residual bandwidth estimations will be very conservative in the sense that it 
essentially only utilizes the leftover bandwidth in the network for its own data 
transmissions. This property becomes strength when the objective is to prevent 
interference with coexisting traffics but will not be suitable for bandwidth-sensitive 
applications such as video streaming. For this reason we will not consider the residual 
bandwidth metric in the rest of this paper. 
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More recently an increasing number of ALM protocols began to employ not one, but 
multiple overlays for data distribution. Multi-overlay ALM protocols can exploit path 
diversities in the network to de-correlate packet loss [15], to explore more available 
network bandwidth [16], and to increase resilience to local network failures as well as 
peer chum [17]. 
In a multi-overlay ALM protocol, the source first splits the original data stream into 
multiple, say N, sub-streams and then distributes them over the N overlays. Each peer 
establishes up to N connections to other parent peers according to the overlay 
topologies to receive and then also forward the sub-streams to its downstream peers 
along the overlay networks. Thus each peer is continuously exchanging data with at 
least N peers. Apart from the data transported, these N connections also provide 
implicit measurements of the paths' bandwidth availabilities. This motivated us to 
consider an alternative metric for path selection - the actual throughput achieved in a 
path or called achievable bandwidth in the rest of the paper. 
The immediate advantage of achievable bandwidth is that measurement is cost-free as 
it can be obtained as a by-product of transporting actual data (as opposed to probing 
packets). Moreover if the actual throughput is used as the metric then the measurement 
may provide better correlations with bandwidth availability than other indirect metrics 
such as RTT. 
To analyze and compare the performance of the RTT and achievable bandwidth 
metrics in path selection, we developed a multi-overlay ALM protocol to test the two 
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metrics under the same simulation settings. Our results show that (a) packet loss 
across the overlay networks is not entirely due to network congestions, but also due to 
topology changes as well; (b) the RTT metric results in significantly more topology 
changes due to inherent variations in the measured RTT and the fact that topology 
change itself can also affect the RTT of a path; (c) only the achievable bandwidth 
metric can result in converged overlay topologies. These results strongly suggest that 
the use of achievable bandwidth metric can offer substantially better performance than 
the RTT metric in multi-overlay ALM protocols. 
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the previous related 
work. Chapter 3 reports experimental results to evaluate the accuracy of using RTT 
to finding network paths with higher bandwidth. Chapter 4 presents the proposed 
in-band bandwidth probing mechanism and analyzes its delay tradeoffs. Chapter 5 
presents the reference ALM protocol we developed to quantitatively compare the 
two path selection metrics in a controlled environment. Chapter 6 reports the 
simulation results to compare the two path selection metrics' performance in the 
reference ALM protocol. Chapter 7 concludes the paper and outlines some future 
work 
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In this chapter we review two categories of related work in overlay networks, namely 
latency-based and bandwidth-based approaches. The focus is in the metrics being 
used in the construction and adaptation of the overlay topology, and the way such 
metrics are estimated. 
2.1 Latency-based Approaches 
Latency, typically measured in the form of RTT, has been widely used as the metric 
for overlay construction. Narada [8] is one of the earliest attempts to investigate the 
feasibility of implementing multicast capability in end hosts. It first constructs a 
richer connected graph termed mesh and then builds a spanning tree rooted at the 
data source by using a variant of distance-vector routing protocol. Since Narada was 
designed for delay-sensitive video conferencing applications, the latency of overlay 
links is used as one primary routing metric in order to minimize end-to-end delay. 
The latency is estimated and updated by having peers ping their neighbors 
periodically. The routing protocol then distributes the latency information so that 
every host can compute the shortest path (i.e., lowest RTT) to each other. 
The NICE protocol [9] was designed to support real-time data applications with large 
receiver sets, such as news ticker services and stock quotes. In order to keep the 
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control overhead for an average peer constant regardless of system population, the 
protocol clusters peers into a hierarchy. Peers are clustered according to the distance 
metric derived from the round-trip latency. The latency is estimated by sending a 
sequence of application-layer (UDP) probes and measuring their response times. 
Each latency estimate is mapped to one of a given set of classes of latency ranges 
which are then used as the distance metric. The data delivery tree is then constructed 
from the hierarchy formed. 
Topology-aware hierarchical arrangement graph (THAG) [3] is a scheme targeting at 
live streaming applications. In THAG the adjacent hosts are organized into a group 
(like the cluster in NICE but much larger), called arrangement graph (AG), and hosts 
serve each other within the same group. Since the size of an AG is still limited, a 
number of AGs are organized into a hierarchical architecture. To reduce propagation 
delay for live streaming, hosts closer (latency-wise) to the source will be assigned to 
higher level AGs. Furthermore, multiple overlay trees are embedded in each AG for 
data delivery. The trees are constructed in a way similar to SplitStream [15], where 
an interior node in a tree will be leaf node in all the other trees. 
There are numerous other overlay protocols [18-19] which employ the latency metric 
to construct and maintain their overlay topologies. Due to space limitation the reader 
is referred to the survey by [20] for more comparisons. 
2.2 Bandwidth-based Approaches 
For clarity we define three types of bandwidth: (a) link bandwidth - this refers to the 
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maximum bandwidth capacity of the bottleneck link along a network path; (b) 
residual bandwidth - this refers to the unused bandwidth along a network path; and 
(c) achievable bandwidth 一 this refers to the data throughput achievable by a given 
congestion-aware transport protocol (e.g., TCP [21], TFRC [22], etc) along a 
network path. 
Most existing work employed residual bandwidth as the metric for overlay 
construction. For example, Overcast [11] is an early single-tree ALM protocol 
designed to maximize each host's bandwidth from the source at the root of the tree. It 
employs explicit bandwidth probing to determine the initial location to insert itself 
into the existing tree overlay and also reevaluates the bandwidth availability 
periodically using probing to adapt to changes in the network. 
LION [23] is a more sophisticated ALM protocol which employs multiple overlays 
for the delivery of multi-layer- encoded data. It builds multiple meshes with each 
mesh delivering one layer of the encoded data. A receiver subscribes to a selected 
number of overlays to fully utilize its available bandwidth. The mesh overlays are 
constructed based on bandwidth information measured using active probing tools. 
BARON [24] is a bandwidth-aware routing scheme for overlay networks that target 
at media applications where bandwidth is of great importance. When a route between 
two end hosts is experiencing congestion, BARON finds candidate alternate paths 
based on link bandwidth and from them selects the best one according to residual 
bandwidth. Link bandwidth is used for pre-selection because link bandwidth 
estimates are more stable than residual bandwidth estimates. On the other hand, 
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residual bandwidth estimates are used for the actual selection because it represents 
the current bandwidth status. 
In [25] the authors also proposed to use residual bandwidth as metric in a link-state 
overlay routing protocol for video streaming. They found that residual bandwidth 
can result in best video quality comparing to other metrics such as loss ratio and jitter. 
Their residual bandwidth measurement was also in-band using data traffic, but they 
have only considered overlay networks built by content providers with at most two 
hops. 
2.3 Other Approaches 
Besides latency and bandwidth metrics, researchers have also developed ALM 
protocols based on other metrics. For example, Chunkyspread [17] constructs 
multi-tree overlay based on data delivery delays. Specifically, the choice of parents is 
determined by the earliest time at which the parents can forward the same piece of data. 
The principle is that parents closer to the source will be able to forward data earlier 
then others and so are favored by the Chunkyspread protocol. 
TAG [26] exploits knowledge of the physical network topology in constructing its 
logical overlay tree. The principle is to align the physical and logical topologies so 
that data will traverse the same path as defined by the routing protocol in the 
underlying network. If the underlying network's routing protocol is delay-optimized 
then the resultant overlay tree will also be delay optimized. 
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2.4 Comparisons and Contributions 
This work tackles the path selection problem using a new metric - achievable 
bandwidth, which has three desirable properties. First, compare to latency-based 
approaches achievable bandwidth can offer substantially better accuracy in selecting 
paths with higher bandwidth. This is confirmed by experiments conducted in two 
different network environments (c.f. Chapter 3). 
Second, using link capacity to construct an overlay ignores the effect of competing 
traffics. It is easy to see that a congested high-capacity link may in fact be a poorer 
choice than an idle low-capacity link. At the other extreme, residual bandwidth is 
very conservative and thus will likely limit the overlay's performance as it can only 
utilize the bandwidth leftover by other competing traffics. By contrast, achievable 
bandwidth can more accurately reflect the actual throughout that can be achieved by 
a network path, with the impact of competing traffic and protocol interactions all 
accounted for. 
Third, the achievable bandwidth metric allows the use of congestion-ware transport 
protocols such as TCP and TFRC for data delivery. This promotes fair sharing of 
bandwidth between the ALM protocol and other competing traffics, and also ensures 
that the ALM protocol will react to remedy network congestion in the same way as 
other Internet applications. 
This work investigated the use of achievable bandwidth in constructing 
multi-overlay ALM networks; developed a novel in-band bandwidth probing 
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mechanism that does not incur traffic overheads; and quantitatively compared its 
performance to the latency-based approach using extensive simulations of a 
reference multi-overlay ALM implementation 
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In this chapter we report experimental results to evaluate the effectiveness of using 
RTT in ALM overlay construction and maintenance. We conducted two sets of 
experiments, one using hosts in the Planet-Lab [27] as peers and a second one using 
Speedtest [28], a web-site for network measurements. 
3.1 Experimental Setting 
PlanetLab is a global research network with over seven hundred hosts located at over 
three hundred sites around the world, all connected through the Internet. PlanetLab 
hosts run a variant of the Linux operating system with virtual server capability. In the 
Planet-Lab experiment, we developed and deployed our own measurement software in 
more than 500 Planet-Lab hosts. In each experiment run, one node pings its peer node 
several times to measure the average RTT. After the ping results are collected, it sends 
a 5MB text file to its peer node and measures the average throughput. 
Conducting measurements using PlanetLab hosts has three distinctive advantages: 
scale - hundreds of hosts available, control - allows the use of user-written 
measurement applications, and reach - spans a wide geographical area covering over 
three hundred sites around the world. There are nevertheless some limitations as well. 
First, as most PlanetLab hosts are run by universities, research laboratories, and large 
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corporations, their network connectivity characteristics naturally reflect this bias and 
thus may not be a good representation of residential user hosts where bandwidth is 
likely to be more limited, especially in the uplink connection. Second, PlanetLab hosts 
are shared using virtual servers and thus experiments running in other virtual servers 
sharing the same host could interfere or even interact with the measurement runs and 
vice versa. The measured achievable bandwidth thus could be modulated by other 
experiments concurrently running at the sending hosts and the receiving host. 
However in many network applications one would also expect them to coexist with 
other applications competing for bandwidth and other host resources. 
In the Speedtest experiment, we utilize the service provided by the website. The 
website initially provides a local server closest to us in terms of physical distance. 
We then select a remote server in its interactive Flash world map. When the 
measurement is done, information about the average upload speed, download speed, 
and RTT between the local and remote place will be automatically recorded. Note 
that (a) the remote servers are selected from all over the world including Europe, 
America, and Asia; (b) the average upload and download speed is measured by 
transmitting the same file using HTTP POST and GET. They are interpreted as the 
available bandwidth in the following. RTT is measured as the delay between an 
HTTP request and the corresponding response rather than using ICMP. 
3.2 Relationship between RTT and Available 
Bandwidth 
Figure 3.1 plots the measured RTT and available bandwidth for 120 peers in the 
Speedtest experiment, sorted in increasing RTT values. By inspection, there are clear 
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Figure 3.1: Relationship of available bandwidth and RTT. 
correlations between RTT and available bandwidth, and this seems to reaffirm the use 
of RTT in overlay path selection. 
RTT 
Bandwidth 
3.3 Path Selection Accuracy and Efficiency of RTT 
To evaluate it quantitatively, we consider the following general path-selection 
problem: given the RTT measurements for Jf peers, select the 7 peers with the shortest 
RTT as the new paths for data delivery. 
Let n and tn, be the measured RTT and available bandwidth for peer i 
respectively. Without loss of generality, we sort them according to ascending order of 
RTT, i.e., ri<rj for all i<j. Then the combined bandwidth of the first 7 peers as selected 
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RTT-based Path Selection Revisit 
based on RTT is given by 
(1) 
Now we re-sort bi's into c/'s according to descending order of bandwidth, i.e., Ci>Cj for 
all i<j. Then the maximum combined bandwidth of F peers is given by 
B = y v (2) max / J I \ 7 /=0 
With BRTT and we proceed to define two performance indices for comparisons. 
The first one, denoted by o r , is defined as the probability that RTT-based selection will 
result in the maximum combined bandwidth, i.e. 
a = (3) 
The second one, denoted by P, is defined as the fraction of combined bandwidth as 
selected based on RTT to the maximum combined bandwidth, i.e. 
P = RTT B. 
Table 3.1 and 3.2 summarize these two performance indices for the two sets of 
experiments conducted in Planet-Lab and Speediest. In terms of path selection 
accuracy a, we can observe the following interesting phenomena. First, the accuracy 
is better when Jf gets smaller; second, the accuracy is U-shape as 7 increases, i.e. first 
decreases then increases. The reason is that the defined accuracy is an easily broken 
hard index. When 7 is much smaller than Jf and is increasing, the accuracy decreases 
since the chance of mistakenly selecting one low bandwidth peer increases. However, 
when 7 is approaching X, the accuracy also approaches one. 
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Table 3.1: Accuracy of path selection 
Speediest X=2 X=3 X=4 X=5 X=6 X=7 
Y=1 0.673 0.557 0.506 0.463 0.456 0.442 
Y=2 - 0.532 0.371 0.302 0.263 0.230 
Y=3 - - 0.451 0.268 0.196 0.148 
Y=4 - - - 0.401 0.209 0.137 
PlanetLab X=2 X=3 X=4 X=5 X=6 X=7 
Y=1 0.794 0.700 0.626 0.591 0.566 0.543 
Y=2 - 0.691 0.555 0.470 0.398 0.347 
Y=3 - - 0.649 0.506 0.405 0.312 
Y=4 - - - 0.585 0.450 0.357 
In terms of bandwidth efficiency p, the results suggest that RTT-based path 
selection works better for smaller Z(i.e., fewer choices) and larger 7 (i.e., select more 
paths). We note that in some existing ALM protocols, the value of Zcan be quite large 
while Y is very small, thereby the constructed overlay could be far from optimal. For 
example, NICE employed {X= 3 to 8; Y= 1} and Narada employed {X= 3 to6; Y= 1}. 
Assuming X=5 then for NICE and Narada. Then their a and y^will become 0.463 and 
0.692 respectively which has substantial room for improvement. 
Table 3.2: Efficiency of path selection 
Speed Test X=2 X=3 X=4 X=5 X=6 X=7 
Y=1 0.833 0.762 0.726 0.692 0.673 0.661 
Y=2 - 0.870 0.813 0.784 0.761 0.745 
Y=3 - - 0.902 0.846 0.822 0.797 
PlanetLab X=2 X=3 X=4 X=5 X=6 X=7 
Y=1 0.886 0.821 0.788 0.763 0.757 0.780 
Y=2 - 0.924 0.872 0.836 0.805 0.789 
Y=3 - - 0.948 0.906 0.870 0.842 
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A peer in an overlay network is constantly exchanging data with multiple peers, so the 
actual throughput achieved already provides information on the path bandwidth 
available. However, unlike file transfer applications such as FTP, video streaming 
applications typically transfer data at a prescribed data rate rather than as fast as 
possible. Thus the actual throughput achieved between two peers can only indicate the 
minimum bandwidth available rather than the maximum bandwidth achievable. 
For example, suppose the maximum bandwidth achievable between two peers is 1 
Mbps, while video data are transferred between the two peers at a prescribed data rate 
of 1.5 Mbps. In this case, there is clearly not sufficient bandwidth to carry the data 
stream at the prescribed rate and so, depending on the implementation of the 
overlay/transport protocols, either substantial amount of data will be discarded or data 
delivery will be significantly delayed. Nonetheless, the receiving peer can still 
measure the throughput of the incoming data, e.g., at about 1 Mbps, to estimate that 
the path bandwidth is in fact lower than the required data rate. 
On the other hand, if the path bandwidth is higher than the data rate, e.g., at 3 Mbps 
versus 1.5 Mbps, the receiving peer will still only measure a throughput of 1.5 Mbps 
as the sending peer transmit data at the prescribed data rate. This presents a problem as 
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it means that additional available bandwidth beyond the prescribed data rate is not 
known to the peers. 
To tackle this problem, we propose in this chapter an in-band bandwidth probing 
algorithm, which does not require the transmission of additional probing packets (as 
in active bandwidth measurement tools). It can be implemented at the application 
layer without modification to the transport protocol and yet can probe for bandwidth 
beyond the prescribed data delivery rate. 
4.1 In-band Bandwidth Probing 
The principle of in-band bandwidth probing is to modulate the transmission timings 
of data packets. In particular, by appropriately delaying the transmission of data 
packets, the sending peer can compress the transmission duration and hence raise the 
transmission data rate, temporary for a period of time, to probe for additional 
bandwidth. 
Let Rv be the prescribed data rate of the original data stream. Let say we want to raise 
the transmission rate by a probing factor o f f to Rp, i.e., 
(5) 
Then the next problem is to determine the amount of delay to be applied to the 
arriving data packets. Let L be the size of a data packet. Suppose the probing process 
is to be carried out over K data packets, then the probing window, denoted by Tp’ will 
be of duration 
Tp = KL/Rp (6) 
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Now as data packets arrive at the prescribed data rate Rv, where Ry < Rp, and a peer 
obviously cannot transmit data packets which are yet to arrive, extra delay will need 
to be added to the data packets so that the transmitted data rate over the K packets 
can be increased to Rp. 
Let di and a ) be the actual and expected time for data packet i to arrive at the peer 
and let di be the scheduled departure time for transmitting packet i to the next peer. 
Assume the probing window consists of data packets i to i+K-\. Then the duration 
between the departure time for packet i and packet i+K-\ should be equal to Tp, i.e., 
di+K-\-di = Tp (7) 
To minimize delay, we schedule the departure time of packet (i+K-l) to the packet's 
expected arrival time: 
= (8) = a]+(K-\){L/R^) 
The remaining packets (i.e., i to i+K-2) are then scheduled backward at intervals of 
{LIRp) to smooth out the outgoing traffic, i.e., 
= + L{K —-/?；')-(/ - j)(L / Rp) (9) 
=a丨 + L{K-\)iR；' - f - X � ) + LU — 0厂％-1 •••J>i 
Finally, the expected scheduling delay for packet j, denoted by Sj, can then be 
computed from 
= ( a � L ( K — \XR;�-R;�+ 0-i)(L/Rp) 
=(i - j)(L / RJ + (K - WU R广 L / R p) H j - / R p) 
= L(i^K-\-J)iR；' - r X ' ) vy>i 
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In practice, the actual packet arrival time may deviate from the expected arrival time. 
， 
A peer simply substitute aj with a � in (10) to compute the scheduling delay 
accordingly. In case the packet arrives so late such that ^<0, then it will be 
transmitted immediately. In this case the probing data rate may be affected (c.f. 
Chapter 4.3). 
Assuming packets arrive at their expected arrival time. Then we can compute the 
maximum scheduling delay from 
8 — max 16,.} 
二 min Uj-i){LI L/R^)} (11) 
i.e., the first packet in a probe window experiences the longest scheduling delay. 
Scheduling delay is extra delay introduced by the bandwidth probing mechanism to 
the end-to-end data delivery delay. We note that the scheduling delay is proportional 
to K and Rp~\ of which the former is a configurable parameter and the latter depends 
on the extra bandwidth to probe for. Choosing a smaller K will reduce scheduling 
delay but the measured bandwidth may become less accurate and vice versa. A 
smaller Rp will limit the amount of extra bandwidth the system can probe for in a 
probing cycle. As a result it may take multiple probing cycles to fully exploit all the 
available bandwidth. 
4.2 Scheduling Constraints 
In practice, the previous scheduler is subject to delay and buffer constraints set by the 
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application. Specifically, let Bp be the size of the pre-fetch buffer allocated to absorb 
the scheduling delay. The pre-fetch buffer will be filled with video data before 
playback begins and thus can absorb the extra scheduling delay introduced by the 
bandwidth probing mechanism. 
To prevent playback starvation there must be sufficient video data in the pre-fetch 
buffer to sustain playback during bandwidth probing. Let i / b e the maximum depth of 
the overlay network, i.e., a packet will be forwarded by at most (H-l) peers (including 
the source) before reaching the receiver, then we have the following constraint on the 
scheduling delay: 
(12) 
Rearranging we have 
K< ^ f-4-1 (13) 
Thus given the probing factor /，a peer can dynamically determine the maximum 
probing window size K to use at runtime to maximize bandwidth measurement 
accuracy while still guaranteeing playback continuity. 
4.3 Cascaded Bandwidth Probing 
The depth of the overlay network H is proportional to the size of the ALM population. 
Thus for very large ALM networks, the accumulated scheduling delay as derived in 
(12) could lead to the need for large pre-fetch buffer and consequently long startup 
delay. For example, assume video packet size L = 10k bytes, video data rate Rv= 800 
kbps，probing f a c t o r / = 2, and probing cycle ^ = 30 packets, then from (11) the 
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computed maximum scheduling delay J羅 will be equal to 1.5 seconds. For a large 
ALM network with a depth of / / = 6, the worst-case delay will reach 9 seconds. 
Coupled with the buffer needed to absorb normal packet delay variations, the total 
pre-fetch buffer needed will exceed 9 seconds. 
Nevertheless the above scheduling delay is based on the worst-case scenario only. 
Consider an ALM network of depth H. Assume bandwidth probing is performed 
periodically with a cycle n times the duration of the probing window. Then the 
probability for a data packet to arrive within the probing window is equal to Mn. 
Thus the probability of a data packet to join the probing window in H-\ consecutive 
hops, denoted by Ph-u is given by 
(14.1) 
For example, with « = 30 and / / = 6，the probability is merely 0.00000004 and so is 
not significant in practice. 
A second, more subtle problem with cascaded probing is that it may negatively affect 
probing accuracy, leading to underestimated bandwidth. To see why, recall that the 
delay to be added to a probing packet Si is computed based on the expected packet 
arrival time (c.f., (10)). If a packet arrives so late such that the computed Si < 0, then 
the resultant probing data rate may become lower than that specified by the probing 
factor f . This can occur whenever a probing packet was previously delayed by 
another probing window upstream. 
To estimate the significance of this problem, we can compute the probability of a 
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packet participating in more than one probing windows along the delivery path from 
the source to the destination in the following way. 
If the overlay tree is a binary and balanced tree with depth H, then the number of 
peers at level I is 2!. Recall that the probability for a data packet to arrive within the 
probing window is equal to l/n. Then when a packet arrives at a peer at tree level /, 




(丄广(1-V" (14.2) n n 
In a balanced binary overlay tree with H levels the proportion of peers at level I, 
denoted by p/，is given by 
(14.3) 
Here 2〃一 2 is the total number of peers, excluding the source peer, in the balanced 
overlay tree. 
Thus the average probability of cascaded probing across all peers in the overlay tree 
can then be computed from 
户>1=4 户 = 户>i’/A (14.4) 
1=2 
For example, with « = 30 a n d / / = 6，this expected probability is equal to 0.005. 
Another side effect of probing is increased delivery delay. Specifically, incoming 
packets participating in a probing window are delayed according to (10) in order to 
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raise the outgoing data rate. Assuming it is equally probable for a packet to arrive at 
any time during a probing window. Then the scheduling delay, denoted by the 
random variable 8 � f o r a randomly arriving packet will be uniformly distributed 
between 0 
If a packet participates in m probing cycles end-to-end, then its accumulated 
scheduling delay, denoted by #出)，can be computed from the m-times 
auto-convolution of S: 
- (15.1) 
m 
For a packet destined to a peer at tree level /, the probability for it to participate in m 
probing windows is 
Pm’l ~ 
m (丄 r ( i - V " (15.2) n n 
Assuming a balanced binary tree, then the scheduling delay distribution can be 
computed from taking expectation over peers at all levels of the overlay tree, i.e., 
n 一 1 P = l： 
H-\ 2' 
；、Pm, 
/=m L — I 
(15.3) 
4.4 Model Verification 
The mathematical model in Chapter 4.3 employed two assumptions, namely the 
overlay tree is balanced and the individual scheduling delay is uniformly distributed. 
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Figure 4.1: Probability distribution of cascaded probing 
Figure 4.1 compares the probability distribution of cascaded probing (c.f. (14.2)) 
versus n - the ratio between duration of probing cycle and duration of a probing 
window. As expected, cascaded probing can be reduced by increasing n as the 
probing window will be spaced temporally farther apart. The tradeoff for larger n is 
potentially slower reaction to path bandwidth variations. For example, with « = 40 
and K = 30，a probe will be initiated every 120 seconds and in this case the 
probability of cascaded probing is 0.0033. 
Compare to the numerical results computed from the mathematical model, the 
simulated cascaded probing probability follows the same trend but at slightly higher 
values. This is because in simulation the constructed overlays are not necessarily 
balanced tree - this increases the probability of cascaded probing as the average 
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Figure 4.2: Probability distribution of scheduling delay 
overlay tree depth will be larger and there will also be more peers with larger depths. 
Next we simulated the actual scheduling delay with n = 3Q,H=6,K= 50, and plot the 
results in Figure 4.2. The results confirm that the mathematical model closely 
approximate the simulation results. Due to the very small probability of cascaded 
probing the scheduling delay is nearly uniformly distributed from 0 to 2.5 seconds, 
beyond which the probability is insignificant. 
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The in-band bandwidth probing tool described in Chapter 4 can generally be 
incorporated into any ALM protocols that employ multiple overlays for data 
distribution. To facilitate evaluation and comparison of path selection using 
achievable bandwidth versus RTT, we developed a multi-overlay ALM protocol 
partly based on existing designs and introduced a new adaptive mechanism to make 
use of achievable-bandwidth / RTT information to refine the overlay topology at 
runtime. 
5.1 Overlay Construction 
In a multi-overlay ALM network, the source splits the original data stream into N 
sub-streams with each sub-stream to be delivered over one of the N overlays. 
Specifically, the original data stream is divided into packets and each packet is 
assigned a sequence number to represent its playback order in the stream. Packet i in 
the original data stream will be delivered to overlay i mod N. Assuming the video 
data stream is constant bit-rate encoded at a video bit-rate of NRv bps then each 
sub-stream will cany a data stream with rate Ry bps. 
Overlays are constructed independently of each other. There are many existing 
overlay construction protocols in the literature and for the purpose of this work we 
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adopted a RTT-based overlay construction method similar to [19], [11], [17]. 
Specifically, a designated rendezvous node keeps track of the most recently joined 
peers, say {pi | /=0,1,2...M} where M is a system-wide parameter. When the 
rendezvous node receives a join request from a joining peer, it responds with a random 
subset of {pi \ /=0，1,2...M}. The joining peer then selects from the subset the Npeers 
with the smallest RTT subject to satisfying the peers' outbound degree limit. This 
method reduces the load of the rendezvous peer and also promotes load balance across 
existing peers in the ALM network. It is worth noting that the proposed bandwidth 
probing mechanism is not coupled with the way the overlays are initially constructed 
and thus can be applied to any overlay construction methods to refine the overlay 
topologies. 
In each overlay video data are delivered from peer to peer using a congestion-aware 
transport protocol such as TCP or TFRC. In our simulation implementation we 
employed the widely-used TCP as transport as it is congestion-aware and is 
compatible with firewalls - an important feature in an ALM network. As the 
transport is congestion-aware it could block the sender from sending data in case 
network bandwidth is insufficient. In that case data will accumulate inside a peer's 
forwarding buffer (one for each children) until the buffer is full, in which case the 
oldest data in the buffer will be discarded to make room for the arriving data. Thus 
although the transport protocol guarantees no data loss, some data may still be 
discarded due to buffer overflow in the forwarding peers. These losses reflect the 
lack of bandwidth in distributing the data to the peers at the prescribed data rate. 
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5.2 Overlay Adaptation 
Each overlay in the ALM session adapts to network congestions independently of 
each other. The principle of the adaptation mechanism is to divert part of the data flow 
from the congested path to another path with unused achievable bandwidth. This 
process consists of three steps, namely adaptation triggering, data diversion, and 
path selection. 
The adaptation process is triggered by monitoring of incoming data throughput from a 
peer's parent. Each peer measures the data rate n at which data of overlay i are 
» 
received from its parent, averaged over a sliding window of duration W. Let n be the 
data rate expected to be received from the parent. If there is sufficient bandwidth then 
n otherwise r, <r/'. To reduce unnecessary adaptation triggered by random 
bandwidth fluctuations a peer will select a new path only if the measured bandwidth 
drops beyond a given threshold defined by 7 as follows: 
r ' — r (16) 
n 
For example, if 7=0.1 then the peer will trigger adaptation when the incoming data 
rate drops below the expected data rate by 10% or more. 
Once triggered the adaptation process will find a new parent peer to divert data 
traffic from the congested path. Algorithm 1 lists the pseudo code for the path 
selection algorithm. A subtle complexity is that in addition to its normal data traffic, 
a path may have been previously assigned to carry diverted traffic from another 
overlay in a previous round of overlay adaptation. If such a path becomes congested 
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Algorithm 1 
Procedure Path Selection 
Input: Original-Path 
Output: Alternative-Path, Rerouted-Data 
i <— Original-Path 
Alternative-Path <— None 
Max-Bandwidth 0 
if max {dij = 1，关 0 then 
k argmax(i//j) for j= 1,2...TV 




P candidate peers for overlay k 
for each in P do 
if B(p) > Max-Bandwidth then 
Max-Bandwidth — B(p) 
Altemative-Path <— p 
end if 
end for 
Rerouted-Data <— Max-Bandwidth) 
return Altemative-Path, Rerouted-Data 
then instead of diverting data traffic to yet another alternative path, the system can 
also re-divert the existing diverted traffic to remedy congestion. This reduces the 
topological complexities of the ALM network. 
Specifically, each peer maintains a two-dimension array {dij = 1，2，...，A^} where dij 
is the proportion of data of overlay j which were received through overlay i due to 
traffic diversion. Ifmax{<i/j\j= 1, = 0, then there is no diverted traffic in the 
congested path so the algorithm will simply divert the excess of the normal data 
traffic, denoted by the data rate Rd, to another path: 
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Rd=ri’-r丨 (17) 
Otherwise if \j= 1, 2...N] ^ 0, then the system will attempt to re-divert the 
largest existing diverted traffic from overlay k instead 
k = arg max^.^.} (18) 
j=\’2".N ’ 
and the corresponding data rate of the to-be-re-diverted traffic is given by 
Rd 二 d丨’k (19) 
Next the algorithm selects a new path to carry the diverted data traffic. First, peers 
which will create loop in the overlay and peers with insufficient unused achievable 
bandwidth are eliminated from the set of candidate peers P. Let B(/?) be the unused 
achievable bandwidth of peer p as measured using the bandwidth probing mechanism 
in Chapter 4. Then the system will select the peer, denoted by q, with the largest 
unused achievable bandwidth (line 12-17): 
^ = argmax(5(/?)) (20) 
and the data rate of the diverted data traffic is equal to {line 18) 
^ = mm{R,,B{q)) (21) 
5.3 RTT-based Path Selection 
To enable comparison we describe below a RTT-based path selection procedure which 
employs the same adaptation triggering procedure as described in Chapter 4.2. 
First, each peer periodically measures the RTT to its N parent peers using echo-reply 
(i.e., ping) messages. The measured RTT of parent j is smoothed according to 
d r = a d ， + ( l - a ) d j " r (22) 
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where d广 and dfd are the new and old smoothed RTT estimates; d/"'' is the current 
measured RTT value; and a is a smoothing factor with a value of 0.9 as used in the 
similar smoothing equation in TCP [20]. 
Second, when adaptation is triggered the peer will select the parent peer with the 
smallest RTT estimate, i.e., arg minj^ f…]"，to divert data from the congested path 
j=\，…’ N 
at a data rate as determined by (20). Note that this differs from the achievable 
bandwidth based case where the diverted data rate is determined by (22). This is 
because RTT measurements cannot reveal the amount of unused bandwidth in the 
alternate path and thus the system simply diverts all excess data traffic to the 
alternate path. 
5.4 Topology-Adaptation-Induced Data Loss 
In our experiments we observed substantial data loss during some of the overlay 
adaptations. These losses are not due to insufficient bandwidth, but are the direct 
consequence of data delivery sequence differences between the old and the new parent 
peer. 
Specifically, peers in the ALM network receive a copy of the same data packet at 
different times depending on their relative location in the overlay tree, network delays, 
etc. Let Si(t) be the data sequence number being forwarded by peer i at time t. Consider 
peer i who switch from its old parent peer j to a new parent peer k at time then the 
incoming data stream from peer j will stop at Sj{t). On the other hand the new parent 
peer k will be able to begin forwarding data to peer i starting from data sequence 
number Sk{t). Now if S k ( f ) > s / J ) then the data between the two sequence numbers are no 
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longer available from the new parent peer k and will appear as data loss to peer 
To tackle this problem which may otherwise skew the performance comparisons in 
Chapter 6 we introduce a make-before-break mechanism where data forwarding from 
the old parent will not be stopped until its sequence number catches up with the new 






In this chapter, we compare performance of path selection using 
achievable-bandwidth versus RTT in the multi-overlay ALM system described in 
Chapter 5. -
6.1 Simulation Setting 
The simulator implements the ALM protocol described in Chapter 5 using the 
packet-level simulator NS2 [29]. The simulated network comprises 5000 nodes 
arranged in the transit-stub graph model where the transit-transit, transit-stub, and 
stub-stub link bandwidth were set to 100 Mbps, 8 Mbps, and 4 Mbps respectively. 
Peers in the ALM system are randomly attached to stub routers. We introduced cross 
TCP traffics into the network by placing 50 FTP server/client pairs in random 
positions of the network. Their starting times are uniformly distributed in the first half 
of the simulation time and their transmission durations are 600 seconds. 
For each simulation run, one sender is chosen at random to distribute application data 
packets of size 10 KB each at 800 Kbps. The rest of the peers then execute the ALM 





Table 6.1: Default System Parameters 
Physical Node Count 5000 
Transit-Transit Bandwidth 100Mbps 
Transit-Stub Bandwidth 10Mbps 
Stub-Stub Bandwidth 5Mbps 
Simulation Time 1200 s 
Simulation Trials 10 
Multi-overlay ALM 
Data Packet Size lOKbytes 
Data Stream Bit-rate 800kbps 
Forwarding Buffer SOKbytes 
Peer Count 64 
Overlay Count (N) 5 
Throughput Estimation Window (fV) 5 s 
Adaptation Triggering Threshold (T) 0.9 
Bandwidth Probing Algorithm 
Maximum Probing Window (K) 30 
Probing Cycle 90s 
Each peer conducts bandwidth probing with a probing window of 5 seconds, using up 
to 50 probing packets. Overlay adaptation will trigger if the measured bandwidth 
drops below 0.9 of the expected throughput. Table 6.1 summarizes the default system 
parameters used in the simulation. 
6.2 Topology-Adaptation-Induced Data Loss 
As explained in Chapter 5.4, data loss may occur in overlay adaptation due to data 
delivery sequence differences between the old and the new parent peer. This 
topology-adaptation -induced data loss was often lumped together with congestion 
-induced data loss in previous works. However we found that 
topology-adaptation-induced loss is far from insignificant as depicted in Figure 6.1(a) 




forwarding buffer overflow induced data loss; and (c) missing playback deadline 
induced data loss. 
In case of RTT-based ALM, topology-adaptation-induced data loss accounted for over 
20% of the total data loss, and as such could skew conclusions drawn solely based on 
the total loss ratio. This problem can be eliminated using the make-before-break 
mechanism introduced in Chapter 5.4, which can effectively reduce the 
topology-adaptation-induced loss to negligible levels as depicted in Figure 6.1(b) 
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(a) without meet-before-break mechanism 
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(b) with meet-before-break mechanism 
Figure 6.1: Distribution of causes of data loss. 
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and thus it was employed by default for the rest of the simulation results. 
6.3 Data Delivery Performance 
Data loss (or its complement data delivery ratio) is the primary performance metric of 
ALM protocols. Data loss is defined as the difference between the amount of data 
expected to be received and the amount actually received, averaged over all peers in 
the ALM network. Figure 6.2 plots the mean data loss experienced by a receiver using 
achievable bandwidth and RTT metrics, as a function of streaming bit-rate. The 
vertical bars represent the 95% confidence intervals. 
As expected the loss ratio increases with, higher streaming bit-rates. In all cases 
achievable bandwidth outperforms RTT as the metric used in the ALM network and 
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the differences widen significantly at higher streaming bit-rates. For example, at a 
streaming bit-rate of 880 Kbps, achievable bandwidth achieved a loss ratio of only 5% 
which is less than 1/3 that ofRTT (at over 15%). Moreover, the error bars clearly show 
that the performance advantage is consistent across different randomly-generated 
simulation runs. 
A second important performance metric for ALM protocols is data delivery latency, 
defined as the time it takes for data to travel from the source to the destination peer 
across the ALM network. Figure 6.3 plots the data delivery latency averaged over all 
peers as a function of streaming bit-rate. 
At lower streaming bit-rates, RTT achieves lower latency than achievable bandwidth. 
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In this region congestion-induced delay is relatively small and the scheduling delay 
incurred by bandwidth probing dominates the end-to-end delay. 
By contrast, the latency differences narrow considerably at higher streaming bit-rates 
as congestion-induced delays in RTT-based ALM become significant. At a streaming 
bit-rate of 880 Kbps the latencies for RTT and achievable bandwidth are 2.45 seconds 
and 2.68 seconds respectively, well within practical limits for video streaming 
applications. 
6.4 Performance Variation across Peers 
Next we study the performance variations across peers in the ALM network, using the 
methodology proposed by Chu et al. [1]. For each simulation run receivers are sorted 
in ascending order according to their loss/latency performance where the worst 
performing receiver has rank 1. After a set of simulation runs, the mean performance 
for the rank r receiver is computed. 
Figure 6.4 plots the mean data loss and Figure 6.5 plots the mean data delivery latency 
as a function of receiver rank, with the error bar marking the 95% confidence interval. 
It can be seen that generally achievable bandwidth metric results in fairer performance 
among all the peers as the performance deviation between high rank peer and low rank 
peer is smaller. A second observation is that achievable bandwidth results in more 
consistent data loss performance as indicated by the small standard deviation. 
To further quantify the fairness among peers in the ALM network, we compute the 
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fairness index introduced by Jain et al [30]: 
f=—n^ (23) 
/=1 
Here Xi is the rank number and n is the number of peers. 
For data loss, the fairness indexes of achievable bandwidth and RTT are 0.998 and 
0.987 respectively. This indicates slight advantage for the former metric. For data 
delivery latency, the difference widens substantially, with fairness indices of 0.852 and 
0.797 for achievable bandwidth and RTT respectively. This indicates that achievable 
bandwidth can result in significantly more even latency performance across all peers 
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Figure 6.5: Data latency versus rank. 
6.5 Performance of Cross Traffic 
In order to sustain prescribed video streaming bit-rate, the ALM protocol must grab a 
huge amount of available bandwidth in the physical network. Here is a subtle 
problem. The available bandwidth can be obtained from an over-loaded link so that 
all other competing traffic at that link will lose much bandwidth. The available 
bandwidth can also be obtained from an under-loaded link so that few, if any, 
competing flows will lose their bandwidth. Therefore, we are interested in how the 
adaptation of the ALM protocol will affect the performance of cross traffic with RTT 
and achievable-bandwidth metrics. 
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Figure 6.6: Performance of cross traffic. 
achievable bandwidth and RTT metrics, as a function of the streaming bit-rate of the 
A L M protocol. The vertical bars represent the 95% confidence intervals. It can be seen 
that at lower streaming bit-rates, achievable-bandwidth metric can be more beneficial 
to cross traffic as they can achieve higher throughput. This observation confirms that 
achievable bandwidth metric performs better in identifying high bandwidth network 
paths. Therefore existing background traffic may not be affected by the A L M network. 
A t higher streaming bit-rates, it seems that RTT metric is more beneficial. However, 
this is because the A L M protocol cannot sustain the high streaming bit-rate (c.f. Figure 
6.2) so that the throughput o f cross traffic does not decrease much. On the contrast, the 
achievable bandwidth can sustain the streaming bit-rate and as the network bandwidth 
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6.6 Overlay Topology Convergence 
An adaptation protocol is designed to adapt to changes in the network. However a 
subtle complication is that the ALM network does not run independently of the 
physical network - it is in fact an active part of the physical network. Thus when the 
overlay topology adapts, data traffic will be rerouted through different paths and this 
by definition changes the network condition compared to the case before the 
adaptation takes place. This change may trigger another round of adaptation if the 
metric and threshold for adaptation are met, leading to undesirable oscillations. 
To investigate this effect, we recorded the accumulative number of overlay 
adaptations as a function of the simulation time and plot the results in Figure 6.7. Both 
RTT and achievable bandwidth require substantial number of topology adaptations 
(over 20) during the initial 2 minutes of simulation time. This is because the initial 
topology may be far from optimal and thus an intense period of topology adaptations 
is required to arrive at a better-performing topology. 
Beyond the initial 2 minutes of simulation time, achievable bandwidth triggered a 
small number of additional topology adaptations (e.g., a total of 35 until /=20 minutes). 
These additional adaptations are triggered in response to changes in the background 
competing traffic, which are randomly generated across the whole network throughout 
the simulation. 
By contrast, RTT triggered significantly more adaptations than achievable bandwidth. 
Analyzing the simulation traces we discover that RTT consistently suffered from route 
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Figure 6.7: Accumulative topology changes versus time. 
problem described previously. This is caused by the use of an indirect metric, i.e., RTT, 
to estimate the required resource availability, i.e., bandwidth. Worst still, the RTT 
metric can be easily affected by re-routed data traffic. 
For example, a new path selected by overlay adaptation will carry additional data 
traffic re-routed from the old path. Consequently the new path's utilization will 
increase, leading to increased queuing delay and thus the RTT itself. The old path, now 
being relieved of the data traffic, may now become underutilized, leading to reduced 
RTT. Thus in the next round of measurement the adaptation algorithm will find that 
the old path is now better performing RTT-wise than the new path, and so may trigger 
the re-routing of the data traffic from the new path back to the old path, and so on. This 
oscillation is undesirable as frequent topology adaptation will induce more data loss 




6.7 Impact of Overlay Adaptation Triggering 
Threshold 
The sensitivity of overlay adaptation is controlled by the triggering threshold T (c.f. 
Chapter 5.2). We evaluate the impact of this parameter in Figure 6.8. Considering data 
loss performance as depicted in Figure 6.7(a), we observe that the triggering threshold 
performed as expected in the case of achievable bandwidth. In particular the triggering 
threshold consistently kept the loss ratio to within (1-7). This shows that under 
achievable bandwidth the triggering threshold can be used to tradeoff between quality 
of service and overlay adaptation overheads. 
By contrast, when RTT is used the system failed to keep the loss ratio below (1-7) for 
T> 0.9. Worst still, the loss ratio increases when 7was increased from 0.9 to 0.95. 
This is because when the loss ratio exceeds (1-7), the system will keep adapting its 
overlay topology as the triggering threshold is frequently exceeded. The frequent 
topology adaptations will in turn lead to higher level of system instability and likely 
result in even more data loss. 
Next we evaluate the sensitivity of data delivery latency to the triggering threshold in 
Figure 6.7(b). The results clearly show that latency is relatively insensitive to the 
triggering threshold as the latency is dominated by propagation delay in the case of 
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Figure 6.8: Data delivery performance versus trigger threshold 
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6.8 Impact of Peer Buffer Size 
Figure 6.9 plots the data delivery performance as a function of the forwarding buffer 
size. It can be seen from Figure 6.8(a) that small buffer size causes more data loss as 
incoming data will be discarded when buffer is full. This can occur due to inherent 
bandwidth fluctuations in the network as well as data rate variations introduced by the 
bandwidth probing mechanism. The latter explains the sharper increase in data loss 
when achievable bandwidth was used with small buffer sizes. 
Nevertheless the amount of buffer required to absorb these short-term variations is 
only 120 KB and so can be readily implemented even in today's low-end computers. 
Not surprisingly the delay increases when the buffer size was increased to 120 KB as 
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Despite its widespread adoption, our measurement experiments clearly show that RTT 
may not correlate well with bandwidth availability between peers in the Internet, thus 
(mis)leading ALM protocols into constructing overlays which are sub-optimal. By 
contrast, the proposed achievable bandwidth metric is inherently more robust as it 
takes into account all the factors, including link capacity, competing traffic, and 
protocol behavior, which affect the data throughput that can be realized along the 
network path. Extensive simulations from a reference multi-overlay ALM 
implementation demonstrated that achievable bandwidth metric consistently 
out-performs RTT metric in data delivery ratio and has comparable performance in 
data delivery latency at high data rates. Moreover, achievable bandwidth metric can 
prevent overlay topology oscillations and improve fairness among peers. 
One interesting discovery in this work is the in-band bandwidth probing tool that 
performs bandwidth probing by rescheduling the transmission timings of outgoing 
packets in a peer. As it does not send extra probing packets, no bandwidth overhead 
will be incurred. The only tradeoff is increased data delivery delay. This tool clearly is 
not limited to ALM protocols and could be applied to any other applications where 
bandwidth estimation is needed. For example, it could be applied to adaptive video 
streaming where the video encoding rate could be adapted to fit the bandwidth 
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available in the network path to the receiver (e.g., HTTP progressive download). 
On the other hand, there are also numerous open questions related to the in-line 
bandwidth probing tool, such as (a) the range of extra bandwidth which can be probed, 
subject to constraints such as scheduling delay, TCP's congestion control and flow 
control; (b) interaction with other traffics; (c) interference between multiple probes 
sharing common network links; and (d) the fundamental tradeoff between probing 
accuracy, probing range, and scheduling delay. Better understanding of these open 
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